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Abstract. It is assumed to date that the energy source of
azimuthal small-scale ULF waves in the magnetosphere (az-
imuthal wave numbersm�1) is provided by the energetic
particles interacting with the waves through the bounce-drift
resonance. In this paper we have solved the problem of
the bounce-drift instability influence on the spatio-temporal
structure of Alfv́en waves excited by a source of the type of
sudden impulse in a dipole-like magnetosphere. It is shown
that the impulse-generated Alfvén oscillation within a time
τ∼m/�T N (where�T N is the toroidal eigenfrequency) is
a poloidal one, and each field line oscillates with its own
eigenfrequency that coincides with the poloidal frequency
of a given L-shell. As time elapses, the wave becomes
toroidally polarized because of the phase difference of the
disturbance, and the oscillation frequency of field lines tends
to the toroidal frequency. The drift-bounce instability growth
rate becomes smaller during the wave temporal evolution,
and the instability undergoes stabilization when the wave fre-
quency coincides with the toroidal eigenfrequency. The total
amplification of the wave can be estimated aseγ̃ τ , whereγ̃

is the wave growth rate at the beginning of the process, when
it has its maximum value. The wave amplitude can increase
only within a time∼τ , when it is poloidally polarized. After
this time, when the wave becomes to be toroidally polarized,
it goes damped because of the finite ionospheric conductiv-
ity. This is in qualitative agreement with the recent radar
experimental data.
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1 Introduction

This paper is devoted to the study of the generation of az-
imuthal small-scale (azimuthal wave numberm�1) Alfv én
waves in the axisymmetric model of the magnetosphere, al-
lowing for the field-line curvature. As is known, the main
difference of high-m waves from small-m waves is that the
former waves are assumed to be generated by intramagneto-
spheric sources, whereas the latter waves are produced by the
resonance interaction with the magnetic field generated on
the outer boundary of the magnetosphere or beyond it (Glass-
meier, 1995). High-m waves are often observed in satellite
and ground-based experiments (Fenrich and Samson, 1997;
Glassmeier et al., 1999; Cramm et al., 2000; Baddaley et al.,
2002).

Until the present time there have appeared a large num-
ber of theoretical publications devoted to the study of
monochromatic Alfv́en waves withm�1 in realistic mod-
els of the magnetosphere (e.g. Leonovich and Mazur, 1993,
1997; Walker and Pekrides, 1996; Vetoulis and Chen, 1996;
Klimushkin et al., 2004; Klimushkin, 1998a, b, 2000; Mager
and Klimushkin, 2002). However, MHD waves in the mag-
netosphere are generated by some transient, nonstationary
processes; therefore, the monochromatic approximation does
not appear to be quite realistic (although it can serve as the
basis for the theory of nonstationary (impulse-generated in
particular) waves). Thus, Fenrich and Samson (1997), us-
ing the SuperDARN HF radar chain, found that the ampli-
tude of oscillations withm�1 increases with time, whereas
the oscillations withm∼1 are damped ones. The authors
explained the enhancement of high-m waves by the pres-
ence of a bounce-drift resonance with the energetic particle
beam which is often assumed as the generation mechanism
for these waves. For that reason, it is a currently central prob-
lem of constructing the theory of nonstationary Alfvén waves
in realistic models of the magnetosphere with consideration
for the various intramagnetospheric instabilities.
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A considerable amount of research along this line has been
done to date. Some publications (Tataronis and Grossman,
1973; Chen and Hasegawa, 1974; Radoski, 1974; Krylov et
al., 1981; Mann and Wright, 1995; Mann et al., 1997) ad-
dressed the problem of the time evolution of the initial dis-
turbance that is sufficiently widely distributed in radial coor-
dinate and is poloidally polarized (where the azimuthal com-
ponent of the electric field and the radial component of the
magnetic field are dominant). It was shown that in the course
of the evolution the structure becomes smaller scale in the ra-
dial direction, and the wave transforms to a toroidally polar-
ized wave (by contrast, the radial component of the electric
field and the azimuthal component of the magnetic field are
dominant). This phenomenon is caused by the phase mixing
of the wave field: at the initial instant of time all field lines
oscillate with about the same phase; however, since each
field line oscillates with its own eigenfrequency (Hasegawa
et al., 1983), the oscillations on neighboring magnetic shells
rapidly acquired a significant phase difference, the wave be-
comes strongly “indented” in radial coordinate and, hence,
toroidally polarized. A similar problem was tackled by Hey-
vaerts and Priest (1983) and Dmitrienko and Mazur (1987),
but, unlike previous work, the disturbance was specified on
some surface normal to field lines, at all instances of time,
and its spatial evolution was studied. All of the related above-
mentioned studies used very simple one-dimensional inho-
mogeneous models of the medium; it was recently shown,
however, that this phenomenon also occurs in a dipole-like,
i.e. two-dimensional, inhomogeneous model of the magneto-
sphere (Antonova et al., 1999, 2000). Note also that a similar
phenomenon is well known in the hydrodynamics of inho-
mogeneous fluid (Case, 1960). A considerable advance in
the studying of impulse-generated high-m Alfv én waves has
been made by Leonovich and Mazur (1998), who showed
that these pulsations must represent field-line oscillations
with a variable frequency changing from the local poloidal
frequency to the local toroidal frequency; this phenomenon
of frequency change occurs only when the field line curva-
ture is taken into account. Subsequently, Leonovich (2000)
studied the generation of Alfvén waves by the source lo-
calized not only in time but also in space. Leonovich and
Mazur (1998), Leonovich (2000), and Antonova et al. (1999,
2000) regarded the source as a delta function of time, i.e. as
having a zero duration. That led to the fact that the mode
was widely distributed across magnetic shells, although with
the passage of time, it was becoming increasingly smaller
scale. Wright (1992) studied the oscillations generated by
the source of a finite duration. He showed that the longer the
source is at work, the narrower is the localization of the mode
across magnetic shells. When the duration of the source op-
eration tends to infinity, the mode is concentrated near the
field-line resonance surface, as is the case in conventional
theory of monochromatic oscillations.

After all, the time is ripe to make sense of what we under-
stand by the source of oscillations. It is customarily believed
that the source of pulsations in the case of largem is provided
by space plasma instabilities, such as the bounce-drift insta-

bility (Glassmeier, 1995), and this point of view has some
experimental basis (e.g. Glassmeier et al., 1999; Baddaley et
al., 2002 ). However, it would be more appropriate to regard
the instability not as the source of the wave but as the mecha-
nism of its enhancement. To set this mechanism to work now
requires some triggering amplitude. Mathematically, this im-
plies that the wave equations must have the right-hand side. It
is this right-hand side which we understand by the source of
the wave. In all references cited in the preceding paragraph,
the source was also understood in this meaning of the word.
This role cannot be played by high-energy particles, since
the current produced by these particles is per se expressed in
terms of the electric field of the wave (e.g. Karpman et al.,
1977), i.e. it is not the right-hand side of the wave equation.
Of course, this does not interfere with their serving as the
wave energy sources: the wave that is excited by the exter-
nal source propagates through the magnetosphere, loses its
energy because of the finite ionospheric conductivity and ac-
quires energy due to the bounce-drift resonance (Klimushkin,
2000). The role of the sources in our meaning of the word
might be played by currents in the ionosphere (Leonovich
and Mazur, 1993; Pokhotelov et al., 1999), currents in the
magnetosphere (Pilipenko et al., 2001), etc. The physical
origin of the sudden impulse source of high-m waves can in-
volve the substorm injection of particles or an abrupt change
on the magnetosphere-ionosphere current system.

This paper is concerned with the influence of the
bounce-drift instability on nonstationary azimuthal small-
scale Alfv́en waves. We consider the high-m waves, where
the coupling of the Alfv́en wave to fast magnetosound is neg-
ligibly small. Within a low-pressure approximation, one can
also neglect the coupling of the Alfvén mode to the drift-
mirror wave and slow magnetosound. The formulation of
the problem is as follows. At the timet=0, a source of the
type of sudden impulse (delta function of time) is set to work
in the magnetosphere, which excites the Alfvén wave with
a given longitudinal wave numberN and azimuthal wave
numberm�1, a standing wave along a field line. The pop-
ulation of high-energy particles that resides in the magneto-
sphere takes up and enhances the arising oscillations. It is
necessary to study the spatio-temporal structure of these os-
cillations. The source is assumed to be sufficiently widely
distributed in space; for the sake of simplicity, the distri-
bution function of particles is considered time-independent
(these two assumptions do not limit very much the generality
of our results, as pointed out in the Conclusion). Mathemati-
cally, our approach is based on using the ordinary differential
equation describing the wave structure across magnetic shells
that was derived in papers of Leonovich and Mazur (1997)
and Klimushkin et al. (2004). This will enable us to repro-
duce, also relatively simply, the conclusions from an impor-
tant paper of Leonovich and Mazur (1998), who used a rather
heavy mathematical apparatus, which makes its comprehen-
sion substantially difficult.

In Sect. 2 we briefly describe the main conclusions of
the theory of monochromatic waves which serves as the ba-
sis for the theory of nonstationary oscillations. In Sect. 3
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we Fourier-transform over time the wave field of monochro-
matic oscillations and obtain the spatio-temporal structure of
impulse-generated oscillations in the presence of energetic
particle beams. In the Conclusion we formulate the main
conclusions of our paper and consider their relation to the
experimental data. In the Appendix we give some mathe-
matical calculations omitted in the main text of the paper.

2 Input equations: excerpt from the theory of
monochromatic waves

The theory of ULF waves in the axisymmetric model of the
magnetosphere is rather complicated: as is known, when
the field-line curvature and the 2-dimensional inhomogene-
ity of plasma are taken into account, the MHD waves are
described by a system of coupled equations. The problem
is somewhat alleviated in the case ofm�1, β�1 when
this system can be brought to a single differential equation
describing the Alfv́en mode only (Leonovich and Mazur,
1993; Mager and Klimushkin, 2002). But this equation
is still relatively unwieldy, as it contains interrelated prob-
lems of determining the longitudinal and transverse struc-
tures of the wave. Nonetheless, Vetoulis and Chen (1996),
Leonovich and Mazur (1997), and Klimushkin et al. (2004)
found that the radial structure of the wave can be qualita-
tively described by an ordinary differential equation contain-
ing derivatives with respect to the coordinatex only, the
unit vector of which is directed across magnetic shells. Be-
fore putting down this equation, we give some definitions.
Let �T N (x) and�PN (x) be the eigenfrequencies of theN -
th harmonic of toroidal and poloidal oscillations which are
functions of radial coordinatex only. LetxT N andxPN des-
ignate the coordinates of the magnetic surfaces on which the
wave frequencyω equals the toroidal or poloidal frequency,
respectively, i.e.xT N andxPN are the solutions to the equa-
tions ω=�T N (x) and pω=�PN (x). As is apparent from
this definition,xT N andxPN are functions of the wave fre-
quency. The inequalitiesxT N 6=xPN and�T N (x) 6=�PN (x)

are caused by the curvature of field lines (Krylov et al., 1981;
Leonovich and Mazur, 1993); they are strongly influenced by
plasma pressure finiteness as well (Mager and Klimushkin,
2002; Klimushkin et al., 2004). The electric field of the wave
can be expressed in terms of a scalar function8 as

E = −∇⊥8, (1)

where∇⊥ is the transverse nabla operator. The azimuthal
component of the wave vector is defined in terms of the wave
numberm and the normalized distance to the top of the field
line L asK=m/L. The damping decrement of the mode due
to finite ionospheric resistivity is described by the dimension-
less quantityδ. The quantityaδ≡|d�T N/dx|

−1δ defines the
characteristic radial scale produced by the ionospheric damp-
ing (Southwood and Hughes, 1983). If the source of the wave
q is also introduced, then the equation of the radial structure
becomes
∂

∂x
(x − xT N + iaδ)

∂ 8(x, ω)

∂x
−

K2(x − xPN + iaδ)8(x, ω) = q. (2)

This equation describes all the main characteristics of the
structure of Alfv́en waves in a dipole-like magnetosphere:
the logarithmic behavior near the field-line resonance sur-
face (toroidal surface), the Alfvén wave structure in the form
of the Airy function in the region of poloidality of the mode
(wherex'xPN ) (Leonovich and Mazur, 1993; Vetoulis and
Chen, 1996), and the propagation of the wave across mag-
netic shells caused by the curvature of field lines (Leonovich
and Mazur, 1993). If we apply the WKB approximation to
Eq. (2), we obtain a wave frequency-dependent radial com-
ponent of the wave vector,

k2
x = K2x − xPN (ω)

xT N (ω) − x
,

i.e. the appearance of the transverse dispersion. When
the distance between toroidal and poloidal surfaces
1N=xT N−xPN tends to zero, this approximation is no
longer valid, and it would not make any sense to speak of
the transverse dispersion. So, parameter1N plays the role
of the dispersion parameter. To avoid a misunderstanding,
we notice that Eq. (2) is applicable only in those regions
of the magnetosphere where the functions�T N (x), �PN (x)

are monotonic ones.
In the presence of the bounce-drift resonance with the

beam of energetic particles, Eq. (2) must be modified, since
in addition to the damping decrement of the mode at the
ionosphereδ, there arises an instability growth rateγ . As
is known, if the mode is toroidally polarized, i.e.ω=�T N ,
this growth rate is zero, and it is maximal for the poloidally
polarized mode whenω=�PN (see, e.g. Klimushkin, 2000).
Since�T N and�PN are both dependent on the radial co-
ordinate, from this it follows that the growth rate is also a
function ofx, and it can be approximated by the expression

γ = γ̃
xT N − x

1N

(3)

(Klimushkin, 2000). Upon substituting in Eq. (2)δ for δ−γ ,
we obtain the equation for the radial structure of the wave in
the presence of a bounce-drift instability:

∂

∂x

[
x − xT N + ia

(
δ − γ̃

xT N − x

1N

)]
∂ 8(x, ω)

∂x
−

K2
[
x − xPN + ia

(
δ − γ̃

xT N − x

1N

)]
8(x, ω) = q. (4)

Note that the curvature of field lines is taken into account
here by the fact of the inequalityxT N 6=xPN . Natural bound-
ary conditions for this equation are provided by the bound-
edness of the mode in radial coordinate, i.e.

|8(x → ±∞)| < ∞. (5)

The quantityK in Eq. (4) can be considered constant,
since the distance between the toroidal and poloidal surfaces
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is much smaller than the characteristic size of the magneto-
sphere:1N�L. Further, the right-hand side of the equa-
tion q is taken to be independent of the radial coordinate.
The decrement and growth rates are considered small com-
pared with the wave frequency, in which case the conditions
aδ/1N�1 andaγ̃ /1N�1 are satisfied. Then, by applying
Fourier-transform in radial coordinate, the solution of Eq. (4)
with the boundary conditions of Eq. (5) may be represented
as (see also Leonovich and Mazur, 1999)

8(x, ω) =
iq

K

∫
∞

0

dk
√

k2 + K2
exp

[
ik(x − xT N )

+iK1N arctan
k

K
− akδ + Kaγ̃ arctan

k

K

]
. (6)

Furthermore, whenK1N�1 (which corresponds to large
values of the azimuthal wave numberm), Eq. (4) can also be
solved within the WKB approximation. From this solution it
follows that the monochromatic wave withm�1, constitut-
ing a standing wave along field lines, travels across magnetic
shells from the toroidal to poloidal surface, loses its energy
because of the interaction with the ionosphere and acquires
energy due to the interaction with the beam of energetic par-
ticles; in the course of this process the polarization changes
from poloidal to toroidal. The mode is localized between
the surfacesxT N andxPN ; we shall also refer to this inter-
val as the transparent region of the wave, since the square of
the radial component of the wave vector is positive therein.
All this is consistent with the conclusions from a more rig-
orous investigation (Klimushkin, 2000). Note that the afore-
said transformation has nothing to do with the transformation
of nonstationary poloidal waves to toroidal waves caused by
the phase mixing discussed in the Introduction: transforma-
tion in monochromatic high-m waves is possible only in the
presence of a curvature of field lines, whereas nonstationary
Alfv én waves transform from poloidal to toroidal waves even
in the plane model of the magnetosphere.

At this point we can finish our excursus into the the-
ory of monochromatic waves and proceed to considering the
impulse-generated waves.

3 Spatio-temporal structure of impulse-generated oscil-
lations

For studying the nonstationary oscillations, we apply a
Fourier-transform over time:

8(x, t) =

∫
∞

−∞

dωe−iωt 8(x, ω). (7)

The source of the wave is assumed to be of the type of sudden
impulse that turns on at the timet=0 and immediately turns
off, i.e. q(t)=δ(t), and

q(ω) = −i. (8)

Let us now adopt some simple models for the frequency
dependencies of all quantities involved in Eq. (6). First of

all, the width of the transparent region1N and the character-
istic scale determined by the ionospheric dampingaδ will be
considered frequency-independent. Further, we approximate
the toroidal and poloidal frequencies by the functions

�T N (x) = �0

(
1 −

x

l

)
(9)

and

�PN (x) = �0

(
1 −

x + 1N

l

)
, (10)

implying that in most of the magnetosphere these frequencies
are decreasing functions of radial coordinate; linear expan-
sions of these functions are obviously applicable in the re-
gion of localization of the monochromatic wave, as its width
is small compared with the characteristic scale of the magne-
tosphere. From this we obtain the solution for the equation
ω=�PN (x) that defines the position of the toroidal surface:

xT N (ω) = l

(
1 −

ω

�0

)
. (11)

The situation with the instability growth rateγ is some-
what more complicated. On a given magnetic shell the
growth rate depends on frequency, at least in view of the
fact, that if the frequency coincides with the toroidal eigen-
frequency of thisL-shell, thenγ (xT N (ω))=0, which is re-
flected in Eq. (3). The quantitỹγ that defines the maximum
value of the growth rate in the transparent region (i.e. on the
poloidal surface) can also be frequency dependent. Indeed,
the bounce-drift instability growth rate is nonzero only when
the following condition is satisfied:

ω − nωb − mωd = 0. (12)

Here, ωb is the bounce-frequency, andωd is the bounce-
averaged drift frequency; it is not too important for us
whether the numbern is an integer, as is usually considered,
or whether it can have a non-integer value (Glassmeier et al.,
1999). In any case, some dependenceγ̃ (ω) must exist. Its
character and the parameters of its maximum, in particular
(height, characteristic width), are determined by the proper-
ties of the distribution function of energetic particles; unfor-
tunately, such an investigation has not been carried out yet.
Therefore, we have to confine ourselves to qualitative rea-
soning concerning1ω, the characteristic width of the peak
of the functionγ̃ (ω). The dependencẽγ (ω) has a relatively
weak influence on the growth rate as a function of frequency,
if the condition1ω � 1�N is satisfied, where1�N is
the difference between the toroidal and poloidal frequencies;
when this condition is satisfied, the first term (γ̃ ) in Eq. (3)
depends much less on frequency than does the second term
(xT N−x/1N ). This condition appears to be quite natural,
as the difference between the toroidal and poloidal frequen-
cies is known to be much smaller than each of them sep-
arately,1�N��T N , �PN . Of course, an alternative situ-
ation where1ω�1�N is also quite conceivable, although
we believe it is much less realistic and less interesting. It will
be briefly considered in the Conclusion.
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Another possible cause for the frequency dependence of
the growth rate is associated with the time evolution of the
distribution function of beam particles which can be brought
about by two factors. First, populations of high-energy par-
ticles are present in the magnetosphere but not permanently
– they are generated by some nonstationary magnetospheric
processes, perhaps by those which are the sources of the pul-
sations themselves, and disappear due to preciptations into
the ionosphere. Second, the distribution function is gradu-
ally evolving due to the interaction with the wave which it
enhances. Besides, the distribution function of charged par-
ticles can also vary due to the fact that a global convection
electric field can eject particles from the region of localiza-
tion of the wave (Ozeke and Mann, 2001). These factors lead
to instability stabilization, which must also influence the de-
pendencẽγ (ω). In this paper we neglect these factors in view
of the fact that there is a much simpler cause for instabil-
ity stabilization discussed in this section. In the Conclusion
we consider qualitatively the changes in the picture of the
spatio-temporal structure of impulse-generated oscillations,
which can be caused by the time evolution of the energetic
particles’ distribution function.

Thus, it is assumed that the frequency dependence of the
growth rate is defined by Eq. (3), wherẽγ (ω)=const , and
the functionxT N (ω) is defined by Eq. (11).

Upon substituting the solution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) and
using Eqs. (8) and Eq. (11), we obtain the following depen-
dence of the wave field on the time and radial coordinate:

8(x, t) = −
2π

K2

θ(t)√
1 + (t/τ )2

exp
[

− i�T N (x)t+

iK arctan
t

τ
− aKδ

t

τ
+ aγ̃K arctan

t

τ

]
. (13)

Here we have designated

τ =
lK

�0
(14)

(on the order of magnitude,τ∼m/�T N ); θ(t) is a Heaviside
step function, implying the absence of oscillations before the
source is turned on (whent<0). Some technical details of
the derivation of (13) are given in the Appendix.

Let us consider two limiting cases of the expression (13).
When 0<t�τ it can be represented as

8(x, t) = −
2π

K2
exp

[
−i�PN (x)t −

a�0

l
(δ − γ̃ )t

]
, (15)

where the poloidal frequency is represented by Eq. (10). In
the opposite limiting case,t�τ , the solution of Eq. (13) re-
duces to the expression

8(x, t) = −
2π

K2

τ

t
exp

[
− i�T N (x)t−

aδ
�0t

l
+ iK1N

π

2
+ aγ̃K

π

2

]
. (16)

The electric field components of the wave are defined in
terms of the potential8, in accordance with Eq. (1).

Obviously, the wave field may be imagined as independent
oscillations of each field line with thex-dependent instanta-
neous frequency varying from�PN to �T N . The field-line
oscillations can be considered quasi-monochromatic if the
characteristic time of change in the instantaneous frequency
τ far exceeds the oscillation period (which can be taken to be
approximately equal to both to 2π/�PN and to 2π/�T N ,
since the toroidal and poloidal frequencies differ little from
each other), i.e. when the following condition is satisfied

|K| �
2π

�T N

∣∣∣∣∂ �T N

∂x

∣∣∣∣ .
This inequality is satisfied for high-m oscillations, i.e. only
for those which are assumed to be generated by intram-
agnetospheric sources. Note in passing that in the model
with straight field lines we have�PN=�T N , and the os-
cillations of field lines are quasi-monochromatic for any az-
imuthal wavelengths. The phenomenon of the instantaneous
frequency change was found for the first time by Leonovich
and Mazur (1998).

The role of the radial component of the wave vector of
impulse-generated oscillations is played by the derivative
(with respect tox) of the imaginary part of the exponent
(13,15,16), i.e.

kx =

∣∣∣∣∂ �T N

∂x

∣∣∣∣ t.
Alfv én waves are poloidally polarized whenkx�K and
toroidally polarized when the inverse inequality holds. It is
easy to see that the characteristic time of polarization reversal
also coincides withτ . Thus, the wave is poloidally polarized
at the time of its generation and becomes toroidally polarized
after a lapse of the characteristic timeτ . If there is neither
dissipation nor instability (δ=γ̃=0), then the azimuthal com-
ponent of the electric field of the waveEa=−iK8 decreases
as Ea∝t−1, whereas the radial componentEr=−∂ 8/∂x

tends to a constant value. This phenomenon is caused by the
phase mixing of the wave field, as was stated in the Introduc-
tion. We notice once again that transformation of impulse-
generated poloidal Alfv́en waves to toroidal waves occurs
even with the zero curvature of field lines, unlike the phe-
nomenon of the frequency change from poloidal to toroidal,
which is possible only when the curvature is taken into ac-
count.

Next, we consider the contribution from the instability to
this picture. As is evident from Eq. (13), the instability-
induced enhancement of the wave is described by the term
γ̃ Ka arctan(t/τ ). It is easy to see that whent�τ there is in-
stability stabilization. In the course of evolution of a impulse-
generated disturbance, its instantaneous frequency tends to
the toroidal frequency, but the instability growth rate is zero
when the wave frequency coincides with the toroidal eigen-
frequency. In other words, there exists a mechanism of in-
stability stabilization associated not with the evolution of the
distribution function of particles but with the properties of the
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wave itself. The total enhancement of the wave amplitude is
determined by the factor

0 = exp(aγ̃Kπ/2),

that is after the instability is stabilized, the wave has0 times
larger amplitude than without the instability. The order of
magnitude estimation of this factor is

0 ∼ exp(γ̃m/�T N ). (17)

It can be obtained from the following simple considerations.
By the definition,0' exp(γ̃ t0), where t0 is the temporal
scale, on which a wave can gain the energy from the parti-
cles. In our case it isτ∼m/�T N . After substitution of this
ordering into the former expression, we obtain Eq. (17). We
can evaluate the total enhancement for such reasonable val-
ues asγ̃ /�T N=0.1, andm=100. Then0sim2·104.

Obviously, if δ>γ̃ , then the dissipation will always pre-
dominate over the instability, and this can be neglected alto-
gether. Of the greatest interest is the caseδ<γ̃ . In this case
the wave will be enhanced within a time on the order ofτ , i.e.
when it is poloidally polarized. After a lapse of this time the
decrement becomes predominant over the growth rate, and
the wave starts to attenuate, and its polarization will tend to
the toroidal polarization. This is well seen from Eqs. (15)
and (16). Thus, the impulse-generated poloidal waves will
be enhanced by the instability, and the toroidal waves, on the
contrary, will be attenuated.

4 Conclusion

Thus, the following picture is beginning to emerge. An in-
stantaneous impulse generates an Alfvén oscillation which
is poloidal within a timet <

∼ τ and increasing with time,
if there are appropriate bounce-drift instability conditions.
Furthermore, each field line oscillates with its own eigen-
frequency coincident with the poloidal frequency of a given
L-shell. If m�1, then the oscillations of each field line are
quasi-monochromatic ones. With the passage of time, be-
cause of the phase difference of the emerging poloidal dis-
turbance, the wave acquires a toroidal polarization, and the
oscillation frequency of field lines tends to the toroidal fre-
quency. And there occurs instability stabilization, as the in-
stantaneous frequency tends to the toroidal eigenfrequency,
and the wave becomes damped due to finite ionospheric con-
ductivity. The total amplification of the wave is estimated as
0∼ exp(γ̃m/�T N ).

We can give a simple physical treatment of this picture,
following the papers by Leonovich and Mazur (1998) and
Klimushkin (2000). From a formal point of view, a sud-
den impulse type source formally excites a continuous set
of monochromatic waves instantaneously on all magnetic
shells. On a given magnetic shellx a monochromatic wave is
excited, for which this shell is a poloidal one. Consequently,
an oscillation of the poloidal type with the frequency equal
to the poloidal frequency of this magnetic shellx will be ex-
cited. Correspondingly, the wave’s frequencyω equals the

poloidal frequency of this shell�PN in the beginning, and
the wave is poloidally polarized. After that, the magnetic
surfacex is occupied by oscillations arriving from increas-
ingly distant magnetic shells that originated as poloidal ones
there; but as they travel towards this given magnetic surface,
they transform progressively to toroidal ones. In the course
of this propagation, the wave loses its energy because of the
finite ionospheric conductivity and acquires energy due to the
bounce-drift resonance. If the instability is stronger than the
attenuation (̃γ>δ), then the wave is amplified, but only in the
beginning of the process, because the decrementδ is more or
less constant, but the local wave growth rateγ decreases dur-
ing the propagation. Finally, an oscillation reaches this mag-
netic surfacex, for which this surface is toroidal, and hence,
the frequency of this oscillation is�T N , and the polarization
is toroidal. When this wave has reached the surfacex, it is no
more amplified, becauseγ=0 on the toroidal surface; hence,
this wave must be attenuated.

Thus, a physical reason for the stabilization of the insta-
bility is a difference between toroidal and poloidal frequen-
cies. The reason for it is a plasma and magnetic field inho-
mogeneity (Krylov et al., 1981; Leonovich and Mazur, 1993;
Klimushkin et al., 2004). Hence, we can conclude that it is
the inhomogeneity that facilitates the wave growth ceasing.

We now compare these conclusions with experimental
data reported by Fenrich and Samson (1997). Based on
investigations using the SuperDARN HF radar chain, they
showed that poloidal waves are always enhanced with time,
whereas toroidal waves are damped, in full agreement with
our theoretical picture. It is interesting that the observed
poloidal waves had large azimuthal wave numbers, and the
toroidal waves had smallm. In our theory impulse-generated
waves must be poloidally polarized at the time of their gener-
ation, regardless of the value ofm, and only whenm�1 can
they retain this polarization within a relatively long time, un-
like the waves withm∼1 which must very rapidly acquire the
toroidal polarization. Thus, one can speak of an agreement
between theory and experiment.

Incidentally, not all properties of the experiment reported
by Fenrich and Samson (1997) match our theoretical picture.
Their data include a rather marked latitudinal localization of
the disturbance, and the low-m and high-m waves showed
a different sign of phase change across the region of local-
ization. In our picture, however, the wave is very broadly
localized across magnetic shells. This is because the source
was considered to be a delta-function of time, i.e. had a zero
duration. Obviously, in a more realistic case of the source of
a finite duration, the disturbance must acquire a wider local-
ization across theL-shells, which was pointed out by Wright
(1992).

Some other limitations of our model also deserve mention.
It was assumed in this study that the oscillation source is suf-
ficiently widely distributed in space. Physically, this means
that the region of localization of the source far exceeds the
distance between the toroidal and poloidal surfaces. This is
not such a strong limitation, as this distance is rather small –
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it does not exceed a few tenths of the terrestrial radius when
projected onto the equatorial plane (Klimushkin et al., 2004).

Furthermore, it was assumed that the inequality
1ω�1�N holds, where1ω is the characteristic value of
frequency mismatch, at which the resonance condition (12)
still holds, and the growth rate is not small. This condition
appears rather natural, as the difference between the toroidal
and poloidal frequencies is fairly small. Nevertheless, it is
also easy to consider the opposite variant where1ω�1�N .
In this case instability turns on not immediately after the
start of the oscillation but somewhat later, and stabilization
sets in not after a lapse of a timeτ , as is the case in the
theory considered here, but earlier. It is unlikely that this
would be an exceedingly interesting modernization of our
picture.

Another factor that can be important for the high-m waves
is finite Larmor radiusρL. It can lead to a nonzerok⊥ρL and
modify the wave growth rate (e.g. Dettrick et al., 2003). But
finite Larmor radius effects can be sufficient only where the
radial component of the wave vector tends to infinity, i.e. is
in the region of the toroidal surface. It is unlikely that this
would drastically change our conclusions, since the fact that
the growth rate of the wave tends to zero with an increase
in the transverse wave vector is a very general property of
the Alfvén mode that is eventually related to the huge energy
concentration near the resonance surface.

It would be more interesting to consider the changes in-
troduced by the evolution of the distribution function of par-
ticles. As pointed out above, such an evolution must occur
because of the back influence of the Alfvén wave on particles
and due to the fact that the population of high-energy parti-
cles is per se generated by some transient magnetospheric
process. These factors must also lead to instability stabiliza-
tion. In our paper, however, stabilization is taken for granted,
so that taking into account the evolution of the distribution
function cannot have any essential influence on the picture
of disturbance development. Conceivably this would lead to
some change in the characteristic time of stabilization. In our
paper this time,τ , coincides with the time of polarization re-
versal of the wave. If the evolution of the distribution func-
tion led to a substantial decrease in the stabilization time, the
sum of the poloidal pulsations would be damped with time.
However, the poloidal waves observed by Fenrich nd Sam-
son (1997) were found to be enhanced all the time. Hence it
follows that the evolution of the distribution function is un-
likely to have time to drastically change the spatio-temporal
picture of the disturbance.

There is also yet another very important factor which we
neglected here. We operated with the equation of the ra-
dial structure (4), which is applicable only in those magneto-
spheric regions where the functions�T N , �PN are mono-
tonic. This is indeed valid in almost the entire magneto-
sphere, except for the plasmapause and ring current regions.
However, it is these regions that are very interesting in terms
of the theory of MHD waves, because the existence of modes
is possible in these regions, which are bounded on both sides
by poloidal surfaces (Vetoulis and Chen, 1996; Klimushkin,

1998b). It seems likely that some of the observed poloidal
pulsations are, in fact, modes enclosed within this resonance
(Klimushkin et al., 2004). Impulse-generated oscillations in
this region are in need of their own theory which may turn out
to be significantly more complicated than the one presented
in this paper.

Appendix A On the derivation of Eq. (13)

Equation (7) contains two integrals: one is the time integral,
and the other is the integral over the radial coordinate, since
the function8(x, ω) is defined by Eq. (6). However, the
Eq. (13) does not involve any integration at all. We now ex-
plain how this came about. When calculating8(x, ω), first
we changed the order of integration:

8(x, ω) =

∫
∞

−∞

dωe−iωt iq

K

∫
∞

0
dkF (k)e−ikxT N (ω)

=

1

K

∫
∞

0
dkF (k)e−ikl

∫
∞

−∞

dωe−iωt+iωkl/�0

and the internal integral turned out to be an integral repre-
sentation of the delta function, which, in turn, removed the
integration over the variablek. This gives directly Eq. (13).
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